
Create timely, reliable plans & put insight into action

In today’s volatile business and political environment, you need speed, agility and foresight to react 
quickly to change.

To do this, you need to be able to plan effectively for every outcome; you need a fast and flexible, 
planning and exploratory analytics solution. 

Optimise your decision making

By harnessing the power of IBM’s Planning Analytics, you’ll unlock an integrated view of your business 
performance to create more accurate forecasts, identify potential problems before they occur, and 
make decisions quickly and intelligently. 

Using multidimensional modelling and scenario analysis, drill down into your data to examine the ripple 
effects of alternative courses of action and understand how your decision will ultimately impact the 
bottom line.

Planning in an uncertain world
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Automate

Banish time-consuming, 
manual labour, 

Automate the collection, 
aggregation and validation 

of data from source 
systems

Multi-Dimensional

Build multi-dimensional 
models to reflect the 
view of your business 

that you require 

A Familiar Platform

Maintain full Excel 
functionality, where 
needed, with all the 

capabilities of a modern 
planning and analytics 

solution

Single Source of Truth

Access all your data; 
Consolidate data from 
the entire organisation 
at the level required by 

management

Take your planning to the next level.  From accurate and agile ‘What If” scenario planning that shows the 
impact of changing assumptions in real time, to compelling self-service visualisations that uncover and 
communicate critical business insights, our Planning solutions will ensure you spend your time making 
better decisions.



Built to meet the unique requirements of your business, our planning solutions utilise IBM’s market 
leading Planning Analytics to give you the speed and agility you need to stay ahead of the competition. 
We’ll help you go beyond automation to uncover new insights directly from your data, driving efficiency 
and delivering the foresight you need to steer business performance effectively. 

Unlock the foresight you really need to succeed in today’s constantly changing business environment, 
whatever tomorrow brings. 

A new era of planning and exploratory analytics
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We work with some of the country’s leading businesses and organisations, to develop and 

implement data and analytics solutions, allowing them to make better decisions and deliver game-

changing insights.

Every planning solution that Barrachd delivers is built using IBM’s market-leading Planning Analytics 

technology. However, we expertly tailor it to meet the unique needs of every customer. 

Our 60-strong team includes some of the UK’s top data and analytics consultants - consultants that 

really understand the problems you face.  And, as well as an unrivalled pool of expertise, we are part of 

Capita plc, so we’re supported by the UK’s largest & most trusted software and business process firms.

Data & Analytics Experts

• Drive greater process efficiency and deliver 
the foresight you need to steer business 
performance

• Devise, compare & assess different scenarios, 
conditions, cases and assumptions in minutes  

• Get the scalability and flexibility you need to 
deal with increasing volumes of data

• React appropriately to real-time market 
events

• Spend less time collecting and validating 
data and spend more time on value-adding 
analysis

• A familiar platform -  Full Microsoft Excel 
functionality, where needed, with all the 
capabilities of a modern planning and 
analytics solution 

• Self-service that empowers users to uncover 
new insights and encourage collaboration

For a demonstration of the very latest from IBM’s Planning Analytics - or for friendly and informed 
advice - contact the team at Barrachd. Or why not register for our next, User Group, where IBM 
will also be on hand to demonstrate the “art of possible”. 

Find out more at www.barrachd.com. 


